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Abstract 

Artificial extra base pairs (unnatural base pairs, UBPs) expand the genetic alphabet of DNA, 

thus broadening entire biological systems in the central dogma. UBPs function as third base 

pairs in replication, transcription, and/or translation, and have created a new research area, 

synthetic xenobiology, providing genetic engineering tools to generate novel DNAs, RNAs, 

and proteins with increased functionalities. Several UBPs have been developed and applied to 

PCR technology, DNA aptamer generation, and semi-synthetic organism creation. Among 

them, we developed a series of UBPs and demonstrated unique quantitative PCR and high-

affinity DNA aptamer generation methods.    

 

Introduction  

In the past 20 years, genetic alphabet expansion studies of DNA have rapidly advanced with 

the advent of UBPs for practical use [1]. Since 1997, when we started tackling UBP creation, 

three questions have remained: (1) can we make a UBP that functions as a third base pair in 

replication, transcription and/or translation? (2) does the UBP increase nucleic acid 

functionalities? and (3) can we make a living organism with a UBP in its genes? Now, the 

answers to all three are “Yes”.  

     From 2007 to 2009, three types of UBPs, P–Z (Steven Benner’s group) [2], 5SICS–NaM 

(Floyd Romesberg’s group) [3], and Ds–Px (our group) [4], were developed as third DNA 

base pairs capable of PCR amplification. Both Ds–Px and P–Z were independently applied to 

DNA aptamer generation by an evolutionary engineering method, SELEX (Systematic 

Evolution of Ligands by EXponential enrichment) [5,6], using DNA libraries containing 

unnatural bases (UBs) as fifth and sixth bases [7-12]. DNA aptamers generated by this 

method exhibit high target affinities [7,8], indicating that UBs augment the functions of 

nucleic acid molecules. The 5SICS–NaM pair and related UBPs were introduced into 

bacterial DNA [13-15] to expand the bacterial genetic alphabet. Recently, protein synthesis 

involving unnatural amino acids (unAAs) was achieved in semi-synthetic bacteria [16]. These 

studies are now opening the door to a new research area, synthetic xenobiology, which greatly 
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expands the concept of the conventional synthetic biology areas by introducing artificial 

components into the central dogma (Figure 1). 

     In UBP development, the important factors are the efficiency and selectivity of UB pairing 

during replication. Like natural base pairs in replication, polymerases must recognize the UB 

substrate (fifth base) to incorporate it into non-template strands opposite its pairing partner 

UB (sixth base) in templates. Focusing on our research, we review our development of a 

series of UBPs and their applications to current biotechnology. 

 

Hydrophilic, first-generation UBPs: x–y and s–y  

Our first-generation UBPs are the x–y [17] and s–y [18,19] pairs (Figure 2). These pairs 

possess two hydrogen bonds with different geometries from those of the natural base pairs 

and bulky groups in the x and s bases to exclude x–T and s–T mispairings. The concept of the 

hydrogen-bonding geometry alteration arose from another UBP candidate, iG–iC, which was 

originally designed by Alexander Rich [20] and developed by Benner’s group [21]. However, 

the selectivity of the iG–iC pairing in replication was low, due to iG–T mispairing by iG 

tautomerization [22]. 

     To address the iG–iC problem, we considered steric hindrance as a means to avoid the 

mispairing between unnatural and natural bases and developed x–y, s–y, and other UBPs [23]. 

The 2-amino purine moieties in the x and s bases can potentially pair against T with two 

hydrogen bonds. The bulky groups, 6-dimethylamino group in x and 6-(2-thienyl) group in s, 

effectively prevent this mispairing by steric and/or electrostatic repulsion of O4 of T (Figure 

2). The thienyl group of s excludes the mispairing more efficiently than the dimethylamino 

group of x [18,19].  

     The s–y pair exhibits high selectivity as a third base pair in transcription using T7 RNA 

polymerase [18]. The y triphosphate substrate (yTP) is site-specifically incorporated into 

RNA opposite s in DNA templates. Transcription using s–y is applicable to the site-specific 

labeling of functional RNA molecules [24-27], and can be coupled with an in vitro translation 

system to produce new proteins containing unAAs [18]. 

 

Site-specific labeling of functional RNA molecules by s–y transcription  

Position 5 of y serves as a modification site to conjugate functional molecules. Modified yTPs 

are also incorporated into RNA opposite s by T7 transcription [24-27]. Since conventional 

chemical synthesis limits the RNA length, s–y transcription is particularly useful for site-

specific modification and labelling of long (>50 bases), RNA molecules, such as tRNA and 

mRNA. We chemically synthesized modified yTPs conjugated with iodine [25], FAM [26] or 

biotin [27] via an ethynyl linker and examined the properties and abilities of RNA aptamers 

labelled with modified y bases.  

 

In vitro translation coupled with s–y transcription  

In vitro translation coupled with T7 transcription using s–y provides a powerful tool for 

producing proteins containing unAAs. Conventional methods, such as amber-suppression and 

four-base anticodon tRNA systems [28], limit the number of expandable unAAs. In contrast, 

UBP systems greatly expand the codon table from 64 (43) to 216 (63) slots. We synthesized 

human Ras (185 amino acids) containing 3-chlorotyrosine (Cl-Tyr) at position 32 in vitro by 
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creating a new yAG codon and CUs anti-codon (Figure 3) [18]. The 747-mer mRNA 

containing yAG was prepared by T7 transcription with yTP and an s-containing DNA 

template. We combined this transcription system with an E. coli cell-free translation system 

using an aminoacylated tRNA containing the CUs anticodon and Cl-Tyr. The tRNA was 

prepared by ligation of a partial native tRNA fragment and a chemically synthesized s-

containing RNA fragment. We confirmed the site-specific incorporation of Cl-Tyr into the 

Ras protein by LC-MS/MS analysis [18]. This was the first demonstration of an in vitro 

transcription–translation system that uses UBPs to produce proteins with unAAs.  

 

Hydrophobic, second-generation UBPs: Ds–Pa and Ds–Px  

One issue with s–y is that it only supports efficient site-specific incorporation of yTP opposite 

s in DNA templates by transcription. Attempts to transcribe s opposite y revealed that the A 

and s substrates are competitively incorporated opposite y. A-y mispairing is likely due to the 

good shape complementarities in A–y (Figure 2) and reduces the selectivity of the s 

incorporation into DNA and RNA opposite y in replication and transcription [29]. To 

decrease the unfavorable shape complementarity in A–y, we employed a five-membered ring, 

imidazole, instead of the pyridine of y, and developed z (imidazolin-2-one) as a pairing 

partner of s (Figure 2) [29]. The s–z pair increased the selectivity of s incorporation into RNA 

opposite z in T7 transcription [29]. We also applied this idea of the five-membered ring 

scaffold to another UBP, the hydrophobic Q–F pair (A–T isostere) developed by Eric Kool’s 

group (Figure 2) [30]. We replaced F with Pa (pyrrole-2-carbaldehyde) and confirmed the 

function as the hydrophobic Q–Pa pair (Figure 2) [31]. Compared to F, the Pa base, consisting 

of pyrrole and aldehyde, spatially fits better with Q than with A. The Q–Pa pair exhibited 

relatively high selectivity as a third base pair in replication [31]. From the ideas of s–z and Q–

Pa, we further discovered s–Pa (Figure 2) [32], which exhibits highly specific incorporation of 

sTP into RNA opposite Pa in T7 transcription. Since the s base is strongly fluorescent [33], s–

Pa is useful for the site-specific labeling of functional RNA molecules [32,34]. 

     Our decisive breakthrough came from the creation of the hydrophobic Ds base by 

removing the 2-amino group of s and replacing its 1-nitrogen with carbon. The hydrophobic 

Ds–Pa pair lacks clear hydrogen bonding interactions, and the shapes of the bases fit well 

together (Figure 2). The Ds–Pa pair was the first UBP to function in PCR and transcription as 

a third base pair [35]. Specifically, DsTP and PaTP, as well as modified PaTPs with 

functional groups [35-38], are site-specifically incorporated into RNA by T7 transcription. 

However, in PCR, Ds–Pa selectivity and efficiency were still insufficient for practical use. 

Replication requires extremely high pairing selectivities because even subtle mispairings 

(~1%) cause severe mutations during the exponential DNA amplification. To increase the 

selectivity, some tricks, such as using modified triphosphate substrates, were required to 

prevent undesired Ds–Ds and A–Pa mispairings [35].  

     Finally, we developed a further improved UBP, Ds–Px (Figure 2) [4], which exhibits 

extremely high selectivity and efficiency in PCR. We aimed at improving Pa by increasing its 

UB pairing efficiency, which would decrease the mispairings. To this end, we created Px 

through addition of a propynyl group to position 4 of the Pa pyrrole [39] and replacement of 

the aldehyde group with a nitro group [40]. The propynyl group increases the affinity to DNA 

polymerases by stacking interactions in the active site, reinforcing the pairing efficiency of 
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Ds–Px beyond Ds–Ds [4]. The oxygen of the nitro group electrostatically repels the 1-

nitrogen of A, preventing the A–Px mispairing. Conversely, to design Ds–Px, we pursued the 

strict shape-complementarity between pairing bases, by removing the steric and electrostatic 

repulsions within the cognate pairing interfaces. Recent X-ray crystallographic analysis 

revealed that the Ds–Px structure in the complex with a DNA polymerase was identical to our 

designed structure [41]. In addition, another oxygen atom in the nitro group of Px interacted 

with the polymerase. The Ds–Px pairing selectivity reached >99.9% in PCR, using DeepVent 

DNA polymerase with 3′→5′ exonuclease activity [42,43]. 

 

High-affinity DNA aptamer generation using Ds–Px  

DNA aptamers are single-stranded DNA molecules that specifically bind to target molecules 

and cells. DNA aptamers are isolated from DNA libraries with randomized sequences by 

SELEX with repetitive cycles of selection and PCR amplification [5,6]. Despite the growing 

expectation of DNA aptamers as alternatives to antibodies for diagnostics and therapeutics, 

there are no notable products yet. Compared to antibodies, the lower hydrophobicity and only 

four-letter components limit DNA aptamers’ affinities to targets. Thus, we introduced the 

hydrophobic Ds base as a fifth component into the library and developed a new SELEX 

method (ExSELEX, genetic alphabet Expansion for SELEX) (Figure 4) [7,8,44,45]. In 

SELEX, PCR is essential to amplify selected DNA species, and thus, ExSELEX requires a 

high-fidelity UBP.      

     We performed ExSELEX targeting several proteins closely related to human diseases 

using Ds-containing DNA libraries. After several selection and amplification rounds, 

sequences in the enriched libraries are determined by deep sequencing, followed by further 

optimization [45]. Optimized high-affinity DNA aptamers were developed for vascular 

endothelial growth factor 165 (VEGF165) (KD = ~1 pM) [46], interferon-γ (IFNγ) (KD = 33 

pM) [47], and von Willebrand factor A1-domain (vWF) (KD = 61 pM) [8] (Figure 4). Each 

DNA aptamer has only two essential Ds bases, and the aptamer affinities are >100-fold higher 

than those of conventional DNA aptamers. We also confirmed the high specificity of each 

aptamer to its target. 

     The high affinities of these aptamers strongly depend on the Ds bases. Although we have 

not determined their tertiary structures yet, their secondary structures (Figure 4) are presumed 

from the sequence variations obtained by the ExSELEX process. These three aptamers have 

stem regions, including one at the terminus, and the loop containing the Ds bases might be 

relatively rigid, fixing the Ds positions and stabilizing their hydrophobic interactions with 

target proteins. Thus, each aptamer exhibits high affinity and specificity only to its target. In 

addition, stabilizing the stem regions by replacing A–T with G–C pairs or adding an 

extraordinarily stable mini-hairpin DNA greatly improved the aptamer stabilities against 

nucleases (Figure 4) [8,46,47]. The anti-VEGF165 and anti-IFNγ aptamers effectively inhibit 

the interactions between the target proteins and their receptors on the cell, preventing 

intracellular signal transduction specifically [46,47]. 

 

Other applications of the Ds–Px PCR system 

Besides DNA aptamer generation, faithful PCR amplification involving Ds–Px can be used 

for quantitative PCR (qPCR) methodology [48-50]. One of the strong points of Px is that 
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various functional groups, such as biotin, fluorophores, diol [42,49], ethynyl, and azide [43], 

can be conjugated to Px via a propynyl linker, and the modified dPxTPs are also incorporated 

into DNA opposite Ds during PCR. Furthermore, the 2-nitropyrrole moiety of Px acts as a 

quencher [50]. We developed a modified Ds base (Dss) by attaching an additional thiophene, 

endowing Dss with high fluorescence [51]. Thus, Dss–Px acts as a fluorophore and quencher 

UBP [50]. Using these unique abilities of the modified Ds–Px pair, we developed various 

qPCR methods [49,50] and a molecular beacon system [50]. 

 

Conclusions  

We have introduced our advancements in UBP development and their applications. 

Romesberg’s and Benner’s groups have also developed UBPs and applied them to semi-

synthetic organisms capable of unAA-containing protein synthesis and DNA aptamer 

generation targeting specific cells and proteins, respectively. These rapid advancements in 

UBP systems are gearing up to create a new research area, synthetic xenobiology, which will 

provide further fruitful innovations and fulfil unmet needs in the future.    
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Figure legends 

 

Figure 1. Genetic alphabet expansion by unnatural base pairs (UBPs) provides novel 

genetic engineering tools to generate new DNAs, RNAs, and proteins with increased 

functionalities. UBPs that function in replication, transcription, and translation as third base 

pairs (X–Y) allow the site-specific incorporation of unnatural components into biopolymers, 

through expanded biological systems in the central dogma. Representative biological 

applications using UBPs developed by Steven Benner’s group (iG–iC [21] and P–Z [2]), 

Floyd Romesberg’s group (NaM–TPT3 [15,16]) and Ichiro Hirao’s group (s–y [18], s–Pa [32], 

Ds–Pa [35], and Ds–Px [4,52]) are indicated.   

 

Figure 2. Process of creating unnatural base pairs (UBPs): hydrophilic, first-generation 

x–y and s–y to hydrophobic, second-generation Ds–Pa and Ds–Px. Hydrogen-bonding 

interactions between pairing bases are shown by dashed lines. The UBP development by 

Hirao’s group started from x–y, and subsequent UBPs have been designed and assessed, as 

indicated by the solid gray arrows [53]. The Q–F pair is from Eric Kool’s group [30]. The 

finally developed Ds–Px pair functions in PCR with high fidelity and efficiency [42,43]. The 

edge-to-edge Ds–Px structure in the active site of a DNA polymerase was revealed by X-ray 

crystallography [41], as shown in the light green box. Undesired mispairings with natural 

bases, such as s–T, A–y, A–Pa, and A–Px, are indicated in the gray box. Red arcs denote 

steric and electrostatic repulsions.         
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Figure 3. In vitro transcription-translation coupling system using s–y. The s–y 

transcription system consists of an s-containing DNA template for mRNA, natural base and 

unnatural y base substrates (NTPs), and T7 RNA polymerase. T7 transcription using s–y 

generates mRNA containing a yAG codon (747-mer), corresponding to position 32 of human 

Ras protein (185 amino acids). The transcription system is combined with an E. coli cell-free 

translation system, which includes chemically and enzymatically prepared tRNA harboring a 

CUs anti-codon and charged with the unAA 3-chlorotyrosine (Cl-Tyr). The translated Ras 

protein specifically contains Cl-Tyr at position 32, as confirmed by an LC-MS/MS analysis 

[18].  

 

Figure 4. ExSELEX and secondary structures of high-affinity Ds-DNA aptamers. 

Binding species of targets are isolated from Ds-containing DNA libraries and amplified by 

PCR involving Ds–Px. From PCR-amplified double-stranded DNAs, the Ds-containing 

single-stranded DNAs are separated for the next round of selection. Our stabilization 

technologies using mini-hairpin DNAs greatly improve the aptamer stabilities against heat 

and nuclease digestion and also slightly increase the affinities of the Ds-DNA aptamers 

(asterisk) [45]. The high affinities of these aptamers depend on the two essential Ds bases. 
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DNA aptamer generation using Ds–Px and P–Z

Detection and diagnostics by PCR involving Ds–Px, iG–iC

In vitro peptide synthesis using iG–iC

In vitro protein synthesis using s–y

In vivo protein synthesis using NaM–TPT3

Site-specific labeling of RNA using s–y, s–Pa, iG–iC, etc.

Figure 1

Site-specific labeling of RNA using Ds–Px/Pa , etc.
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